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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a new technique for view-dependent LOD rendering, where the scene is represented through an octree
model from which we can obtain a triangle mesh corresponding to a view-dependent LOD. We present the construction of this
octree model and the visualization algorithm that generates on-the-fly a closed and valid triangle mesh for each frame of the
visualization. This visualization algorithm is a depth-first traversal algorithm which also allows to re-use triangles from one
frame to another.
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1

INTRODUCTION

During the last few decades substantial research efforts
have been devoted to devise new techniques to provide interactive navigation through complex 3D models
containing thousands of objects and millions of primitives. Most recent approaches fall into three major techniques: level-of-detail (LOD) rendering, image-based
rendering, and occlusion culling.
In the case of level-of-detail rendering and more
concretely in view-dependent LOD rendering the main
problem these techniques have is in those regions
where there is a change of level among neighbours,
where cracks in the generated triangulation should be
avoided.
In our proposal the scene is represented through an
octree model which is able to differentiate among objects (allowing further operations like selection, for
example, during the navigation) and from which we
can obtain a triangle mesh corresponding to a viewdependent LOD. We present the construction of this
octree and the algorithm that generates on-the-fly, by
doing a depth-first traversal of the octree, a closed and
valid triangle mesh for each frame of the visualization.
Some differences between our proposal and other
view-dependent LOD techniques are: our data structure
does not keep topology information; we do not impose
any restriction on the difference of levels among neighbour nodes; and we do keep information about objects.
The main contributions of this paper include:
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• A new octree-based data structure which encodes
the geometry of the scene and which enables the online extraction of arbitrary view-dependent LODs.
• An off-line algorithm for building such an octree
from different input data.
• An efficient algorithm for rendering the scene encoded by the octree. Triangles extracted from previous frames are efficiently cached and reused on a
hierarchical basis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the previous work. In section 3
we introduce some definitions and an outline of the algorithm. Sections 4 and 5 explain respectively the definition and generation of the octree model. Section 6
presents the view-dependent octree traversal algorithm.
Finally in section 7 we show some results and discussion and we conclude in section 8.

2

PREVIOUS WORK

There are several papers that use hierarchical models to
represent very complex scenes and which at the end visualize triangles. Among many of them we can cite [7],
which computes a topology preserving isosurface from
a volumetric grid using Marching Cubes for geometry
processing applications; and [2], which describes an efficient technique for out-of-core construction and accurate view-dependent visualization of very large surface
models. It uses a regular conformal hierarchy of tetrahedra to spatially partition the model.
Our approach uses a hierarchical model as well. Similarly to [3], which uses a new spanned sub-meshes
simplification technique to build view-dependence trees
I/O-efficiently, preserving the correct edge collapsing
order and thus assuring the run-time image quality, our
octree is view-dependent and we visualize the triangles
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that correspond to a front which is being adapted to the
point of view at each frame.
Another related paper is [5], which describes a new
method for contouring a signed grid whose edges are
tagged by Hermite data. They develop an octree-based
method for simplifying contours produced by this
method. Their method generates quads from BlackWhite edges. As we will see in the following sections
in our case we also consider White-White edges as
well as those joining different levels among nodes
(T-edges).
Our extraction of triangles from edges is similar to
how [6] does to generate triangle strips from the dual
mesh.
Schmitt [8] also generates triangles from an octree
but in his case the front only moves through complete
levels (all nodes in the front should be at the same
level).
To the best of our understanding, our approach is the
first one that includes a complete view-dependent triangle mesh generation from an octree by doing it on-thefly and allowing the reuse of geometry already computed.

3

Definition 5 Edge belongs to subtree
Being S a subtree of the octree and e a relevant edge,
e belongs to S iff
∀k : e belongs to nk : nk belongs to S
(e belongs to S when the two or four nodes having e
as an edge are in the subtree S).
Note: If e belongs to a subtree S, e also belongs to all
subtrees containing S.
Definition 6 Edge internal to node
A relevant edge e is internal to an octree node n iff e
belongs to one or more descendants of n but it does not
belong to n.
Definition 7 T-edge
A T-edge is a relevant edge which belongs to two
membrane nodes and also lays over a face of a third
node (see figure 1(a)).
Definition 8 X-edge
An X-edge is a relevant edge which belongs to four
membrane nodes (see figure 1(b)).

DEFINITIONS AND OUTLINE
OF THE VISUALIZATION ALGORITHM

The first step of our proposal consists on a pre-process
of input data dedicated to generate the structure that will
be used by the view-dependent algorithm. Our input
data can be a BRep model or a voxel model. From the
input data, the pre-process generates an octree where
each grey node contains the coordinates of a point representing the surface inside the node, a normal vector
and a colour. Each octree node has binary information
of their vertices (in or out). Out vertices will be labeled
as white whereas in vertices will be labeled as black.
The octree specification and generation process is further explained in next section. We will start first by
some definitions:
Definition 1 Relevant edge
An edge of a node is relevant when it has a white
vertex and a black vertex or both vertices are white but
the original surface intersects the edge.
Definition 2 Membrane node
A membrane node is an octree node containing at
least a relevant edge.
Definition 3 Surface edge
A relevant edge e is a surface edge of an octree node
n iff e is one of the 12 edges of n.
Definition 4 Edge belongs to node
A relevant edge e belongs to an octree node n iff e is
part of any surface edge of n.
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As an example, in figure 1(b) we will say that the
red edge is a surface edge of nodes B and D and also
belongs to nodes A and C.

Once we have the octree pre-computed, the algorithm
presented in section 6 traverses this structure in a viewdependent manner, by using an on-the-fly generation
of triangles. The algorithm traverses the octree and
for each node being processed it computes the required
level in order to decide if the octree level of this node
is enough, depending on the point of view, to represent
the node in this frame as a leaf node.
Definition 9 Front
We call front to the set of membrane nodes being at
their required level.
The front is changing at each frame depending on the
point of view. The nodes participating on this front are
a subset of the membrane nodes. The view-dependent
depth-first traversal of the octree stops when a membrane node is in its required level and this node becomes
part of the front for this frame.
A white face of a cube representing a membrane node
is a face shared with a white node. The union of all
white faces of the nodes of the front will be called the
white surface of the front.
Taking all T-edges and X-edges of those nodes participating on the front and generating the corresponding triangles (one for each T-edge and two for each Xedge), it can be shown that we obtain a valid triangulation which represents the scene at the suitable level of
detail, where a valid triangulation is a triangulation that
is homeomorphic to the white surface of the front.
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(a) T-edge

(b) X-edge

Figure 1: Example of a T-edge (a) and an X-edge (b). In both cases the edge is the one drawn in red. A T-edge
(a) generates a triangle of the final mesh whereas an X-edge (b) generates two triangles. The nearest point to
the relevant edge is chosen to divide the quad in the two triangles.

4

OCTREE DEFINITION

The octree model [1] we generate to represent the original model stops its subdivision process when a node
does not contain model surface (the node is completely
inside or outside the solid); when the node, at this level,
already has the necessary information to represent the
model surface; or when the subdivision level reaches
the maximum level predefined.
With this kind of construction we have a nonrestricted octree, where each leaf node can have as
neighbours other leaf nodes without any restriction on
their size.
For our algorithm, we only need to store information
in the grey nodes of the octree, not in the black or white
ones. This information includes:
• A representative point of the surface inside the
node, being represented by its coordinates, a normal
vector and a colour.
• The vertex signs of the node, indicating, for each
one of the 8 vertices of the cube representing the
node, whether they are in or out of the solid.

The pre-process consists of two steps. The first step
is used to fill the information in the leaf nodes and the
second to fill the octree inner nodes. The first step is
different depending on the input data.

5.1

The construction of the octree from a BRep model is
done recursively starting from a cube (root node) which
includes all the scene, and following a classical subdivision process. This subdivision process stops when the
node has the minimum edge length (minimal resolution
node) or when the node information fulfills a certain
condition (terminal octree node).
The octree nodes are terminal (no more subdivision
to do) in two cases:
• when the node doesn’t have surface inside it, in this
case the node becomes white or black depending on
the situation of the node (in or out) with respect to
the solid;
• when the node has solid surface inside it, it becomes
terminal if the surface it contains only belongs to an
object and fulfills one of the following conditions:

• Relevant edges of the node. We store boolean information indicating which of the 12 edges of the cube
are relevant.
• Object identifier. We store information about the
object whose point is used as a representative point.
It facilitates to work with multi-objects.

5

OCTREE GENERATION

Our input data can be a correct BRep model or a voxel
model. From this input data, we generate the nonrestricted octree containing all the information.
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Construction from a BRep model

– it has only one vertex of the geometry;
– it has only one edge of the geometry;
– it has only one face of the geometry.
In case the subdivision stops because of a minimal
resolution we can have geometry of different objects
inside it, so we choose the most relevant object in the
node (the one with the largest area inside the node).
The information to be kept in any membrane node is
computed as follows:
Representative point coordinates. If the node contains a feature vertex of the solid surface we store
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the vertex; otherwise, if the node contains a feature
edge, we compute that point on the edge nearest to
the center of the node; in any other case we compute
the nearest point of the surface to the center of the
node.
Representative point normal vector. The
normal
vector stored is the normal of the solid surface at
the point we kept as a representative point.
Representative point colour. We take the colour that
the representative point has in the original solid.
Signs of vertices. For each node vertex we compute
whether it is inside or outside of the solid. The process to compute the signs of vertices is done after
the construction of the octree. For each vertex of
the cube representing the octree node we compute
whether it is white (outside the solid) or black (inside the solid).
Relevant edges. An edge of the node is considered relevant if it has Black-White vertices or it has WhiteWhite vertices and the solid surface intersects the
edge. This is computed also at the end of the octree
construction. We identify those edges having WhiteWhite vertices that have to be relevant because the
solid surface intersects them. It is also possible to
have Black-Black edges intersected by the solid surface, but these edges are not considered relevant because this geometry intersecting the edge is considered internal to the solid and is not visualized.
Object identifier. Identifier of the object whose point
is used as a representative point.

5.2

Construction from a voxel model

The construction of the octree from a voxel model starts
by identifying each voxel as black, white or membrane
node at the minimal resolution of the octree.
The information to be kept in any membrane node at
this minimal resolution is filled as follows:
Representative point coordinates. The
representative point chosen could be computed through
an interpolation from the voxels in the 26neighbourhood. However, in the present implementation we have chosen to use the middle point of the
voxel, because its size is sufficiently small.
Representative point normal vector. We take the
gradient of the voxel calculated from the 26neighbour intensity.
Representative point colour. The colour will be the
one kept in the voxel model or computed by using a transfer function from the value of the voxel
model [4].
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Signs of vertices. We classify a vertex as interior when
this vertex does not have any white node around and
we classify it as outer when the vertex touches at
least one white node.

Relevant edges. An edge of the node is considered relevant if it has Black-White vertices.

Object identifier. Identifier of the object whose point
is used as a representative point.

Once we have identified the minimal resolution
nodes, we compact those black/white nodes which can
be grouped into other black/white nodes to get lower
level terminal octree nodes.

5.3

Filling inner nodes

Once all the leaf nodes are processed we have to fill in
the octree inner nodes. We apply a bottom-up simplification algorithm and fill each inner membrane node
information as follows:

• The sign of each node’s vertex corresponds to the
sign of the child sharing this vertex with the node.

• The relevant node’s edges are those constituted by
two White-Black edges or by two White-White
edges with at least one of them being relevant.

• The vertex information, normal, colour and object
identifier are taken from one of the children elected
as representative following the next criterion: A vote
is made among the children to discover which object
appears in more nodes (the object with a greater surface inside the node) and among the children voting
for that object, the one that has the nearest point to
the node’s center is chosen as the representative.

6

VIEW-DEPENDENT OCTREE
TRAVERSAL

The algorithm we use to traverse the octree and generate the view-dependent triangle mesh can be summarized as follows:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

advance = true;
node = first_son(root);
while node != root do
if not in_frustum(node) then
process_edges_node();
else
if reusable(node) then
Reuse_triangles();
else
if level_required > current_level and
not node.is_terminal() then
node = node.first_son(); // go down
advance = false;
else
process_edges_node();
endif
endif
endif
if advance then
while node != root and
node.is_last_son() do
node = parent(node); // going up
process_edges_non_terminal_node();
endwhile
if node == root then
process_edges_root();
else
node = next_brother(node);
endif
endif
endwhile

• the number of frames passed since the last time the
triangles of the node were generated does not exceed
a certain predefined limit.
The required level for a node being processed on a
frame is computed taking into account the number of
pixels that the representation of this node is going to
cover on its projection from the user point of view. The
level required for the front in a certain subtree depends
on the apparent size of their nodes in the screen, which
should be smaller than a certain given tolerance. A node
being near to the user would require a higher level while
a node being far from the user would require a lower
level (see figure 3).
The depth traversal of the octree has a treatment done
to each node while descending and another done while
ascending. While descending, a node can be classified
and treated as:
• A node that can be re-used from the last frame. The
list of triangles corresponding to this node are directly re-used from the last frame (line 8 in the algorithm).

The geometry drawn by the algorithm at each frame
is computed at run time. The algorithm traverses the
octree model and depending on the point of view decides which nodes and at which level will generate the
triangles to be drawn (see figure 2).
In order to take profit from the coherence existing between one frame and the next one, the algorithm keeps
memory of a list of triangles that stores the triangles
drawn in one frame and sorted in the order in which
those triangles were generated. This order in the list
allows to know each sub-list of triangles belonging to
each intermediate node of the octree. When the algorithm decides that a node keeps the same level-of-detail
from one frame to the next one, it does not re-compute
the triangles for the sub-tree of this node but re-uses
those triangles in the list already computed in some previous frame (lines 7 and 8 in the algorithm).
We decide a node is reusable (line 7 in the algorithm)
if it fulfills the following conditions:
• it has already generated its corresponding triangles
in a previous frame (so these triangles are kept in the
list of triangles);
• its level-of-detail has not changed from the previous
frame;
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• A node considered at the required level for the pointof-view. This node is considered a leaf node (in
this frame) and the only treatment required for this
node is to recognize those edges of the node that are
relevant edges and that should be processed in the
treatment to do while ascending (line 15 in the algorithm). These relevant edges will be passed to the
parent node to be considered by it (see below the
explanation of the process done in the intermediate
nodes while ascending).
• A node not being in the frustum. Although no treatment would be needed for this node, their edges
should be considered in order to generate triangles
joining this node with others inside the frustum. It
is treated as a node being at the required level (line
5 in the algorithm).
• A node whose required level classifies it as an intermediate node. These nodes require no treatment
while descending, the algorithm just goes down in
the tree (lines 12 and 13 in the algorithm).
While ascending in the depth traversal of the octree,
the treatment is mainly centered in the intermediate
nodes. Each intermediate node has to process those relevant edges that are internal to the subtree represented
by the node (it is the root of the subtree), and which
have not been processed before, i.e. it processes those
relevant edges that are internal to this node and not to
any one of its sons (lines 22 and 23 in the algorithm).
The relevant edges that are not internal to the subtree
represented by the node will be passed to the parent
node. In figure 2(a) the relevant edges 1 and 2 will be
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Triangle mesh generated for an example having 7 relevant edges (a) (relevant edges are drawn in thick
red line). In case the node A8 is considered at the required level of subdivision (b) only 2 relevant edges are
considered and the triangle mesh is simplified.

Figure 3: The level for a node is computed depending
on the distance to the user.

processed by the node A8, while the relevant edges 3, 4,
5, 6 and 7 will be processed by the root node A (because
even though they belong to the A8 subtree, they are not
internal to it). The process for each relevant edge consists only on the generation of the triangle (T-edge) or
triangles (X-edge) joining the points representing the
nodes that are involved in the edge (see figure 1).

7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have implemented a prototype version of the proposed technique and we have measured its performance
with several test models.
The first model is a voxel model of a jaw (see
figure 4) containing a total of 1.139.816 voxels. From
these, 49.998 are grey voxels (which become membrane nodes at the minimal resolution of the octree).
The complete mesh generated from these terminal
membrane nodes, without simplification, contains a
total of 84.190 triangles.
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Figure 5 shows the total number of triangles sent
to OpenGL by our algorithm during a short and simple navigation. This navigation consists on moving the
camera closer to the jaw and going back. We can observe that when the camera is close to the model the
total number of triangles drawn is near to the complete
mesh because the level-of-detail should be high enough,
while when the camera is going back the number of triangles drawn decreases again.
In figure 6 we can see the number of triangles reused on each frame during the same short navigation.
We can observe that the number of triangles re-used is
near to the number of triangles drawn except in those
frames where the number of triangles to draw changes
(compare this with figure 5 which shows the number
of triangles drawn at each frame and also with figure 7
which shows the percentage of triangles re-used). This
re-using of triangles already generated can be optimized
by using vertex buffer objects of the GPU.
A snapshot of a second model can be seen in figure 7.
This model has a total of 2.004.504 voxels with 64.577
of them being grey voxels. The complete mesh generated from these terminal membrane nodes, without
simplification, contains a total of 108.534 triangles.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

We have presented a new technique for a viewdependent LOD rendering, which builds an octreebased data structure enabling the extraction of arbitrary
view-dependent LODs and renders the scene by using
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Figure 4: Several views of the model of a jaw during the navigation. The step on the left side of the magnified
view is also present in the original model.

Figure 5: Triangles sent to OpenGL compared with the
triangles of the full resolution model.

a depth-first traversal algorithm which allows to re-use
triangles from one frame to another.
As a future work we can improve the efficiency of our
current prototype by including the use of vertex buffer
objects for the triangles to be re-used among frames and
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Figure 6: Total number of reused triangles per frame.

also by generating strips of triangles instead of triangles.
We will also include in the algorithm the possibility
of having out-of-core data, so our octree will be stored
completed in external memory while having the front
nodes kept in internal memory. This will require some
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[3]

[4]

[5]
Figure 7: Percentage of reused triangles per frame.

[6]

[7]

[8]

Figure 8: Snapshot of the model of a hand.

pre-fetching techniques to avoid latency on changing
the nodes being kept in internal memory.
Finally, another future work is to allow the selection
of objects during the navigation, which will permit the
user to see an object in more detail than others, for example. To do this, it will be necessary to keep a list
of object identifiers at each leaf node of the octree in
order to represent correctly those nodes at the minimal
resolution.
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